Tourist Outfitters Website Best Practice Guide

Functions of an Outfitter website
-

It is a tool for sharing information about the amenities and services offered by the outfitter.
It is a marketing tool.
It is a forum to display your “brand” and promote the uniqueness of your amenities and
operation.

Potential Visitors to your website
Persons looking to purchase the product and services you offer
Tour wholesalers
Retail travel agencies
students/educators/researchers
Leisure and travel NGO’s
Benefits and Challenges of having a website
Benefits
 A website is a relatively cost effective marketing tool.
 A website provides the basis for improved customer service. It provides information 24 hours
per day, seven days per week.
 Reduced telephone calls for simply inquiries.
 A website allows for the provision of much more detailed information in the form of graphics,
photos and videos.
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 A website provides a simplified, easy to use platform for; reservations, bookings and payments.
 Websites are now a good launching pad for web 2.0, applications such as facebook, twitter,
YouTube, Flickr and a host of others.
 Social media are now essential communication and marketing tools.
Challenges
 Budgetary limitations. How much importance is being placed on a having a good website as
against how much is being spent on other marketing activities.
 The type of information provided and how well that information is tailored to satisfy what
potential users are seeking.
 Outfitters ability to continually evolve and update the website.
 The technical resource availability to continuously improve design, development and ongoing
maintenance and operation of the website.
 The type of internet service provided. High speed may still be lacking in some areas.

A successful website is not a static entity

Evolution of a website
Identify items that will be most essential:
Contact information
Phone numbers and contact information of other support services, eg. Border Services, NOTO…
Maps, directions and other relative information
Ensure that all information is kept accurate, up to date and relevant!

Checklist
Page Layout
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Appealing to target audience
Consistent site header/logo
Consistent navigation area
Informative page title that includes the company/organization/site name
Page footer area — copyright, last update, contact e-mail address
Good use of basic design principles: repetition, contrast, proximity, and alignment
Displays without horizontal scrolling at 1024x768 and higher resolutions
Balance of text/graphics/white space on page
Good contrast between text and background
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10. Repetitive information (header/logo and navigation) takes up no more than one-quarter to
one-third of the top portion of the browser window at 1024x768 resolution
11. Home page has compelling, interesting information above the fold (before scrolling down) at
1024x768
12. Home page downloads within 10 seconds on dial-up connection

Browser Compatibility
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Displays on popular versions of Internet Explorer (7+)
Displays on popular version 12 of Google Chrome (Mac and Windows)
Displays on popular versions of Firefox (3+)
Displays on popular versions of Opera (9+)
Display on popular versions of Safari (both Mac and Windows)
Navigation

1. Main navigation links are clearly and consistently labeled
2. Navigation is easy to use for target audience
3. If images, Flash, or DHTML is the main navigation, clear text links are in the footer section of
the page (accessibility)
4. Navigation is structured in an unordered list (accessibility)
5. Navigation aids, such as site map, skip navigation link, or breadcrumbs are used (accessibility)
6. All navigation hyperlinks "work" — are not broken
Color and Graphics
1. Use of different colors in page backgrounds/text is limited to a maximum of three or four
colors plus neutrals
2. Color is used consistently
3. Color has good contrast with associated text
4. Color is not used alone to convey meaning (accessibility)
5. Use of color and graphics enhances rather than distracts from the site
6. Graphics are optimized and do not significantly slow download
7. Each graphic used serves a clear purpose
8. Image tags use the alt attribute to configure alternate text to display if the browser or user
agent does not support images (accessibility)
9. Animated images do not distract from the site and either do not repeat or only repeat a few
times
Multimedia
1.
2.
3.
4.

Each audio/video/Flash file used serves a clear purpose
The audio/video/Flash files used enhance rather than distract from the site
Captions are provided for each audio or video file used (accessibility)
Download times for audio or video files are indicated
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5. Links to downloads for media plug-ins are provided
Content Presentation
1. Common fonts such as Arial or Times New Roman are used
2. Techniques of writing for the Web are used: headings, bullet points, short sentences in short
paragraphs, use of white space, etc.
3. Fonts, font sizes, and font colors are consistently used
4. Content provides meaningful, useful information
5. Content is organized in a consistent manner
6. Information is easy to find (minimal clicks)
7. Timeliness: The date of the last revision and/or copyright date is accurate
8. Content does not include outdated material
9. Content is free of typographical and grammatical errors
10. Content provides links to other useful sites
11. Avoids the use of "Click here" when writing text for hyperlinks
12. If standard link colors are not used, hyperlinks use a consistent set of colors to indicate
visited/nonvisited status
13. If graphics and/or media is used to convey meaning, the alternate text equivalent of the
content is provided (accessibility)
Functionality
1.
2.
3.
4.

All internal hyperlinks work
All external hyperlinks work
All forms function as expected
No JavaScript errors are generated
Accessibility

1. If images, Flash, or DHTML is the main navigation, clear text links are in the footer section of
the page
2. Navigation is structured in an unordered list
3. Navigation aids, such as site map, skip navigation link, or breadcrumbs are used
4. Color is not used alone to convey meaning
5. Image tags use the alt attribute to configure alternate text to display if the browser or user
agent does not support images
6. If graphics and/or media is used to convey meaning, the alternate text equivalent of the
content is provided
7. Captions are provided for each audio or video file used
8. Use attributes designed to improve accessibility such as title and summary when appropriate
9. Use the id and headers attributes to improve the accessibility of table data
10. If the site uses frames, use frame titles and place meaningful content in the no frames area
11. To assist screen readers configure the html element's lang and xml:lang attribute to indicate
the spoken language of the page.
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